
Packing tips and guidelines for 
your PEC package and 

processing center



Choosing to pack for your customers is a 
great service that creates an opportunity to 
increase profit.

 It is important to review all information in 
this training EVEN IF you do not plan to 
pack for your customers. This information 
will teach you to inspect packages prior to 
shipment. Recognizing if you should send a 
package and informing the customer it 
needs additional packing is an important 
part of your shipping service. 



Measuring correctly today will save 
time and possible issues later.





By NOT asking the customer what is actually in the
box, you could be shipping something illegal or
prohibited to ship, you could be shipping hazardous
materials, you could be shipping something that has
to be packed a certain way, you could be shipping
anything! Without asking what is in the box - how do
you know you should even be shipping it!

to verify that the item is what your customer stated it was
and also if you want to verify packing due to it rattling,
moving around or making noise. Many times, UPS will
return these type of boxes - due to the fact they should
not be making any type of noise and UPS assumes they
are damaged. (If you are shipping Legos, blocks or some
other item that makes noise and you can't prevent it ....
Write in Black Marker on the top "Rattle OK".)



Even if your store chooses to not help pack 
everything from the ground up you should 
always keep a small stash of supplies on 
hand to help customers who might not know 
everything about packing and shipping

Having these supplies on hand will cost 
barely anything and provide you an 
opportunity to help your customers who 
have poorly packed their packages, and of 
course you can set your own margins for 
these materials to make it worth your store’s 
time. 



The first step of packing is knowing what 
should never be packed and shipped to 
begin with. 



Prohibited Items, Restricted or Hazardous Materials
The very first question the software asks you when shipping a package is what are the “Package Contents.” This is 
very much intentional and very important. Knowing what you are shipping is either the green light to move forward or 
the stop light to inform the customer that they are unable to ship the item they have brought into your store.

UPS has introduced a new prohibited item fee of $150! The list can be found at https://www.ups.com/us/en/help-
center/shipping-support/prohibited-items.page. You can also check your PEC receipt for prohibited items listed there 
as well. You can always call Package Express Centers at 1-800-274-4732 to discuss any item(s) - you might be 
concerned about as well. Avoiding this new fee is very important. UPS is making the information public and 
informing stores what the prohibited items are now: so you must be educated to avoid this fee. Below is a list of 
examples that UPS provides when visiting the link above.
• Ammunition
• Marijuana, including marijuana intended for medicinal use
• Bank bills, notes or currency (other than coin)
• Corpses, cremated or disinterred remains
• Fireworks
• Shark fins
• Hazardous waste
• Shipments prohibited by law
• Ivory
• Postage stamps
• Watches exceeding the value of $500 (US)
Also Don’t Ship:
Items in any box that has Hazardous DOT markings, liquor or food or any other markings on the outside.  
Use tape or marker to mark out all markings/labels – and show only the ship to label.
Batteries – contact UPS Hazmat for instruction (800-554-9964)
OVERSIZE – huge bill back – $850 for trying to ship something too big in UPS’s system!
Remember you can always call Package Express Centers (1-800-274-4732) whenever you are unsure if your store 
should ship an item or not.  The majority of all items shipped by PEC’s National Network are small, low-weight and 
non-breakable.  Great news!  When you do get the rare: weird, huge, or never seen package contents; take a 
couple of minutes and verify you can ship the item safely in UPS’s system.



Prohibited Articles for Shipping continued
Also prohibited are: goods moving under ATA Carnet and all temporary exports and imports; goods moving under FCR, FCT and CAD
(Cash Against Document); shipments with inherent vice, which by their nature are likely to soil, impair or damage persons, merchandise 
or equipment; goods, the carriage of which is prohibited by law in the country of origin, transit or destination (eg. ivory and ivory 
products), goods which attract excise duty or which require special facilities, safety precautions or permits. Under applicable law, certain 
goods may be transported only under prescribed conditions and certain goods are prohibited from transportation by air (eg. liquids in 
glass containers).
It is the shipper´s responsibility to comply with current government regulations or laws applicable in each country. Shipments are subject 
to inspection and possible delay by customs or representatives of other government authorities.
We reserve the right to refuse or suspend transportation of any package which does not set out contact details for shipper and receiver 
and of goods which, in our opinion, are not practicable for transportation or are not adequately described, classified or packed and 
labeled in a manner suitable for transportation and accompanied by necessary documentation.
We will not transport any goods which are prohibited by law or regulation of any federal, state or local government in the origin or 
destination countries or which may breach any applicable export, import or other laws or endanger the safety of our employees, agents 
and subcontractors or the means of transportation or, which in our opinion, soil, paint or otherwise damage other goods or equipment or 
which are economically or operationally impractical to transport.
Shipping prohibited articles on a contractual basis with UPS
Certain items we list as prohibited will be accepted by UPS on a contractual basis for shippers with regular volume and the ability to 
comply with all applicable regulations.
The items UPS can carry under certain criteria are:
• Alcoholic Beverages
• Animal products, non-domesticated (e.g., mother of pearl inlay, snakeskin watch bands)
• Articles of high/unusual value
• Biological substances, Category B and exempt human or animal specimens
• Dangerous goods
• Electronic cigarettes
• Firearms and weapons (including inert and replica explosive weapons)
• Furs
• Gold or other precious metals
• Live animals
• Perishables
• Personal effects
• Plants
• Seeds
• Tobacco
Not all commodities can be shipped to all countries.



Located right on your 
software is a link 
straight to all rules 
and tariffs provided 
by UPS.
If you are unsure                    
about the viability of  
shipping certain 
items checking this 
link will be very 
helpful



As of 10/05/2020, you must notify UPS and PEC of any
lost or damage packages claims within 60 days from date
of delivery or scheduled delivery date. If you do not notify
UPS or PEC, no claim will be honored on said lost or
damaged package.
When you contact UPS to initiate your claim, you will also
need to contact PEC within the same day.

When contacting UPS to file a claim you
will provide your shipper number as well
as the tracking number for the package.
When contacting PEC, you will need to
provide your PEC account number,
tracking number, date of shipment from
your store, declared value, lost or
damaged, did UPS approve or deny,
where the package is or who has it, and if
damage to the item is repairable.
You will then need to provide a copy of the
customer receipt and manifest (from your
software), proof of value (from your

customer), UPS decision/copy of payment (approval/denial
letter / copy of check).
In the event your customer was not aware, please refer
them to the "Terms & Conditions" box on their receipt.
Within this box it states, "You have 60 days to notify UPS
and PEC of a claim or claim will not be honored."



When asking for the 
contents of the 
package we want to 
be as specific as 
possible.

Vague answers such 
as gifts or electronics 
are basically useless 
for identifying the 
contents of the 
package



When to ask about and inspect the package 
is determined by a few factors.

 If the item is breakable or of higher value 
inspecting the package becomes more 
important.

The higher the weight, size, and value of the 
package, the more important inspecting 
becomes.

Do not ship a package that you don’t believe 
can survive UPS’s system.





 UPS’s system is an automated system using tons of 
conveyer belts and scanners to decide where 
packages are going inside their warehouses and 
processing plants.

 These automated systems have drop of up to 6ft! 
Making sure a package can survive the drop 
sometimes isn't enough. The package on the belt 
right behind your customer’s could be one hundred 
pounds and could drop 6ft right onto your customer’s 
package.

 Making sure the package can survive situations like 
these are not apparent to people who do not ship 
often, or are not aware of how UPS’s systems operate.





Can That Huge and/or Heavy Package Even be Shipped via UPS?
Your store, like all other UPS Authorized Service Providers, is shipping via UPS which is a “small package carrier”.   
You may only ship items up to 150lbs and or up to 165 inches in length plus girth (girth = 2x width + 2x height).  If you 
try to ship a package that is greater than 150lb or greater than 165 inches in length plus girth 
your software will not allow the shipment to be processed.  This is for your store and your 
customers protection.   

In the 1980’s the heaviest package able to be shipped through UPS small package carrier 
service, which is what your store ships, was only 70lbs. Shortly after they increased this to 
100lbs and now they accept up to 150lb packages.  The max length plus girth calculated 
started at 130 inches and is now 165 inches.  Utilizing UPS small package carrier for these larger items is great in some 
ways as it is much cheaper than shipping via freight even with the added over max charge. 

If a package larger than 150lbs or 165 inches is somehow processed incorrectly as a smaller package in your software 
your store will be back charged $920.00 BY UPS as an “Over Maximum limits” charge as all packages are scanned 
throughout the transit process up to 3 times checking for weight and dimensions.  * Its also possible that your package 
may be held or returned due to this.   

UPS does not want these large items in their small package carrier system which is why the fine for shipping an Over 
maximum size package has dramatically increased since 2018 from $150.00 per instance to the current charge of 
$920.00.  Packages over 150lbs and over 165 inches should only be shipped via freight line.  Authorized Service 
Providers do not process freight shipments. Please keep in mind the majority of all packages you will process – will be 
smaller and lighter weight packages -  so when you do see the unusual, huge, heavy or different package – carefully 
measure, weigh and decide if it should even be shipped.  Items such as furniture, stoves, mirrors, grandfather clocks, 
slabs of marble, arcade games, etc…. have all been shipped and should not have been. 

* Your customer would need to contact UPS freight at 800-333-7400 in order to arrange for pick up and delivery of the 
large package.  
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Tiny & Small, Big and/or Really Heavy and High Value Packages - What 
to Look For

Very small or too small: Does your customer have a tiny box/envelope to ship? The smaller the package the more 
likely to be lost, as they can easily slide under an item or be missed. In the event your customer has a tiny package, it 
should be placed in another larger box or repackaged to aid in preventing loss of the package. We suggest that you 
don’t ship smaller than a 5 x 5 x 5, small shoe box size, or larger.

Huge size or too heavy:  Does your customer have a big/heavy box to ship? You should be aware that your store 
cannot ship a package over 150 lbs or over a combined length and girth of 165 inches.  If the package is too large to 
ship, your software will notify you. In the event that happens do not ship said package. If the package is too large to 
ship and you process it through by altering the weight and dimensions in any way, you put your store at risk of receiving 
an over maximum size charge. This charge cannot be reversed and can be $920 or more for shipping something that is 
too large or heavy!  Many times, when shipping something too large – it cannot be properly packed because is already 
too large and packing cannot be added.  Do NOT ship something if you cannot use packing. If something is too large 
and/or too heavy it should not be shipped via UPS at all – the package needs to be shipped via freight.  
PEC has seen shipments that were too large and too heavy that should have been sent via freight and ALL ended up 
as denied claims – such as an oven, grandfather clock, furniture, slab of marble, Pac-Man game console, huge 
speakers, toilets, 100 plus china set in one box, etc.

High Value:  Does your customer have a high value package to ship? High declared value packages should be 
packaged to protect the item. Proper packaging for these would be double boxed with 3 to 4 inches of bubble wrap or 
foam between the two boxes. This is to prevent damage to the high value item.  You will be requested to STOP what 
you are doing and call PEC for extremely high value packages so that we determine what is being shipped, how you 
are shipping it and how it is packaged.  Even when NOT prompted to call PEC for extremely high values you should be 
questioning your customers on all packages as to what is being shipped and how it is packaged to prevent damage and 
claims.
Most of all packages that are shipped are under 15 pounds, most of the time unbreakable and a low value. So when 
they are not the usual low weight, low value and unbreakable package, take a minute and check the above items if it’s a 
tiny, big, heavy, or a high value package you want to ensure they are packaged correctly. 



 You should always keep 
tape in your store for a 
multitude of reasons.

 It is very likely that you 
will have packages come 
in not taped, taped with 
scotch tape, or not 
enough tape.

 Having tape on hand at all 
times will be very helpful 
to your customers. 

*There are many more things wrong with this package than just tape.



Your store probably receives orders of 
supplies of some type. 

Saving the packing materials from your 
own orders to use for your customers is a 
great savings technique that your store 
should practice.



 You can also reuse boxes 
that your store might 
receive 

 Many of your customers 
will probably pack their 
items in a used box to 
begin with.

 IMPORTANT : When 
using used corrugation it 
is important to mark out 
any labels, barcodes or 
any other copy. 



 Never use a used box 
for a breakable or 
heavy item

 Used boxes are great 
for saving money but 
awful for protecting 
breakables and heavy 
items

 Always use a new, 
sturdy box for 
shipping any 
breakables and heavy 
items



 Electronics, breakables and other high value packages will 
need double boxed. Taking the example box and adding 2” 
or more of additional cushioning and putting it into a larger 
box is considered double boxed.



High value small items have the 
highest loss rate of all packages in 
UPS’s system.

Watches, jewelry and small 
electronics are just a few 
examples of this type of items.

These should always be double 
boxed in a minimum of an 8x8x8 
or shoebox sized box to decrease 
the chance of loss. 





Although the minimum packing material 
surrounding the item must be 2 inches, you 
must to be able to identify when an item 
needs more due to shape. 

 In the following slide, we will see a saddle. 
Saddles are notorious for damage done to 
their horns

Any kind of item with irregular pieces will 
need additional padding and cushioning so 
if weight is applied they will not be 
damaged. 





 As you can see, the saddle is inserted into a used 
box. First Strike

 Secondly, the saddle has no packing whatsoever. 
The packing is supposed to surround the item on 
all sides at a MINIMUM of 2 inches. Second 
strike.

 Thirdly, the box was barely taped, which leads to 
a much higher chance of loss or damage. Final 
Strike. 

 Three strikes on one package is bad enough, but 
just one strike can equal a claim for your store. 
Make sure you know how to properly package.





Used Corrugation.
Single box for a breakable item with GLASS. 

This item needed to be double boxed.
Less then 2” of packing material 

surrounding the item.
Shipping furniture is not recommended in 

the first place.
Very little tape.
Obvious claim waiting to happen. And it DID 

happen.





Does the package in 
the previous slide 
look safe to ship 
something worth 
thousands of dollars 
to you?

Used corrugation.
Barely Taped. 
Not Double Boxed.
No packing Material.
 Item damaged in 

multiple ways





Entire set of dishes stacked on each other 
with no packing between pieces.

Too many dishes in one box, and too 
heavy of a box with dishes, are common 
issues when it comes to dishes, china and 
other glass items.

Also, this claim was in a non-shipping 
box with little tape. 



 Guitars are very common 
claims with UPS.
Guitars and other 
instruments must have all 
strings loosened before 
shipment. They must also 
have additional packing 
around the neck.

 The hard case must be 
surrounded by 2-3 
inches of packing 
material and then placed 
into an additional box. 



 Any kind of print or painting 
with glass must have its 
corners reinforced.

 Packing material of 2-3 
inches around the artwork 
and placed in the first box, 
then that box to be covered 
with 2-3 inches of packing 
material and placed into a 
second box is the suggested 
practice.

 New boxes must be used 
due to the nature of being a 
breakable item.



Extra packing is never a bad thing.
Avoiding claims and keeping your 

customer’s packages safe is a great 
thing.

 If you have any questions regarding 
something that you’re not sure is packed 
correctly you can always call PEC at 
800-274-4732
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